STAYING ONE STEP AHEAD
OF HACKERS: ATMs
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

A Sepio Systems white paper
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INTRODUCTION
Automated teller machines (ATMs) are a prime
target for hackers. Why? The amount of money
inside of them and the easy access to obtaining
it. Some ATMs are filled with over $2,000 a day.
That’s $14,000 a week. And $56,000 a month. Give
or take the money going out from transactions,
that is still a hefty sum of money. Eleven years ago,
in 2008, the estimated sum of money lost to ATM
attacks was over $1 billion. That sum is likely to
have increased as hackers’ skills improve and the
ways in which they go undetected are becoming
more sophisticated. Financial losses are not the
only cost. A loss of reputation and customer
loyalty comes with ATM fraud. ATM related fraud
increased by 26% from 2015 to 2016, with 23,588
attacks in the latter year.
ATM usage is undeniable, with the average ATM
being used 300 times a month, and over 10 billion
ATM transactions being performed in the US every
year. And the money being taken out is substantial,
too. Just in the United States alone, 60% of the
population aged 25-35, and 51% of the population
aged 35-49, withdraw $40 8-10 times a month.
This means an increasing number of people are
susceptible to being targeted by an attack. But
hackers are not always targeting the card user.

Sometimes hackers demonstrate some form of
sympathy and target only the machine, leaving the
card user not actually a victim at all. But if you are
an ATM owner, then I have no silver lining for you.
To understand the various hacking methods that
will be explained below, it is first important to
understand the components of the ATM and their
functions.
To put simply, the ATM is comprised of two parts;
the cabinet and the safe. The former being the
main body, containing the ATM computer. All other
devices, such as the network equipment, card
reader, keyboard and cash dispenser are connected
to the ATM computer. The ATM computer is usually
run on Windows, except in an embedded version
for the specific use of ATMs. A key characteristic of
the cabinet is that it is virtually unprotected. The
safe, however, is made up of steel and concrete
and therefore is better protected. Inside the safe
is the cash dispenser and cash acceptance module.
For criminals, the parts of the ATM that they are
most interested in are the computer, the network
equipment and the main peripherals.

DEVICE
ATM computer

CARD READER
decodes data
from bank cards
CASH DISPENSER
issues banknotes from
the safe
NETWORK EQUIPMENT
connects the ATM to the
processing center &
remote administration
servers
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TYPES OF ATTACKS
FRAUDULENT

LOGICAL

These types of attacks occur when an attacker
attempts to steal personal information from
another to gain money. This could be their bank
card number, their PIN code, or other sensitive
information that could ultimately result in the
perpetrator obtaining access to the bank account,
or simply removing funds from the individual’s
account. These attacks require physical access to
the machine to place devices, such as card skimmers
or cash trappers on or in the device. ATMs are a
target because this is a hotspot for the transfer
of this type of data.

These attacks consist of malware, software and
cyber-related thefts such as Plotus, in order to
obatain cash, or to retrieve sensitive data from
the machine itself. These attacks exploit features
on an ATM that were not considered vulnerable at
the time of manufacture. Malware attacks are an
ever-evolving, increasing threat to ATM deployers.
These types of attacks include:
• Jackpotting.

• Black box attacks.

• Man in the middle (MiTM) attacks.

These types of attacks include:
• Skimming.

• Cash trapping.
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ATTACK METHODS
SKIMMING

CASH TRAPPING

It may look like a regular ATM. There is a keyboard,
a card reader, a cash dispenser and a display
screen. But just before you arrived to withdraw
your cash, a hacker placed a device on the face of
the operational ATM, known as a skimmer, which
records the data on the card. It appears to be a
part of the machine and it is almost impossible for
civilians to identify the rogue device.

You get what you see with this type of attack. The
ATM’s cash dispenser shutter is blocked by the
attacker, disabling the machine from presenting
bills. By using a small device, criminals can carry out
this attack and later return to the ATM to obtain
the cash, as well as to remove their cash trapping
device in order to use it in another machine.

In addition to the skimmer, attackers will place
a pinhole camera on the ATM to record the PIN
number.
The information the perpetrators obtain through
this type of attack allows them to create counterfeit
cards or skim money from the cardholder’s account,
creating substantial financial damage to the victim.
According to Martin Bally, vice president and
chief security officer at Diebold Nixdorf, an ATM
manufacturer, “ATM skimming is an over $2 billion
problem globally”.
As prevention methods are increasing, attackers
are innovating new ways to go undetected. The
creation of a skimmer that is as thin as a credit card,
ironically, allows for this to happen as it is virtually
undetectable. Other skimmers are so advanced
the attackers do not even need to go back to the
ATM and instead calls to a server and downloads
all the numbers to a file for the attackers to obtain.

A more current method is known as “reversal cash
trapping”, allowing offenders to steal up to ten
times more cash straight from the ATM. In this
more modern approach, attackers insert a fork-like
device which opens the cash dispensing slots and,
in turn, allows more cash to be trapped than the
amount selected by the customer. An, arguably,
positive outcome of this new revised method is that
thieves can use their own cards to carry out the
attack, instead of relying on unsuspecting victims.

"ATM skimming is
an over $2 Billion
problem globally"
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BLACK BOX

JACKPOTTING

Almost 70% of all ATMs are vulnerable to this
attack, making it very real and very threatening,
especially since the attack takes just 10 minutes to
execute. In these types of attacks, the perpetrator
needs to gain physical access to the ATM in order
to attach the cash dispenser connector to their own
device, the black box. This is done by drilling holes
or melting the exterior surrounding the connector.
As such, the cash dispensing commands come from
the black box and allows the attacker to dispense as
much cash as possible. In order to go undetected,
attackers disable checks that verify legitimate
access, as well as other security mechanisms. As
a result, losses can be significant and upwards of
hundreds of thousands of Euros. Moreover, black
box attacks leave little to no evidence, increasing
the challenge in reprimanding those responsible.

You do not need to go to Las Vegas to hit the
jackpot. Don’t believe me? Just ask hackers. One
of the methods used in ATM fraud is known as ATM
“jackpotting” whereby 40 banknotes are dispensed
every 23 seconds. By physically installing malware,
thieves are gain control over how much money
gets dispensed at any given time. By using medical
equipment, like an endoscope, the perpetrators
are able to look inside each ATM to locate a
place to attach a computer cable and sync their
laptop to the machine’s computer. The severity
of the threat is high. High enough for the United
States’ Secret Service to issue a confidential memo
warning financial institutions about the spread
of jackpotting. Stand-alone ATMs in retail and
service outlets are more likely targets as they are
not under a bank’s tight monitoring and security.
Another common target is an older machine, which
may not be fully up to date.

These attacks are mainly seen in Europe, but pose
as an imminent threat to the United States.

"40 banknotes are
dispensed every 23
seconds"
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SOLUTIONS
PHYSICAL PROTECTION

RESTRICTIONS

• Surveillance cameras are imperative to
view and record the activity surrounding
the ATM.

• Carefully determine and limit which
personnel should have access to the
ATM.

• Strong barriers to prevent ram raids
and smash and grabs.

• Maintain a database to keep track of
which terminal and location requires
specific keys and which personnel has
said key.

• Anti-stick materials should be installed
to prevent the success of cash trapping
attacks.

• Use strong passwords.
• Unique serial numbers to identify each
cabinet lock and associated key to
prevent jackpotting.

RESPONSE

TECHNOLOGY

• Enable a lock-down feature which can
only be unlocked with a safe code.

• Anti-malware protection.

• Disable the ability to boot or autorun
from any USB device or CD/DVD drive.
• Stay up to date on the latest
technologies and services that keep
ATMs protected as threats evolve.

• EMV capable readers to prevent the
magnetic strip being read by attackers.
• Ensure firewalls are correctly configured.
• Third party security providers.
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SEPIO SYSTEMS SOLUTION
ABOUT

Sepio Systems is the only company in the world
that provides mitigation against rogue devices. The
SepioPrime Server identifies, detects and manages
all peripherals. The only company in the world
to undertake physical layer fingerprinting, Sepio
Systems calculates a digital fingerprint using the
device descriptors of all connected peripherals and
compares them against a known set of malicious
devices. With Machine Learning, the software
analyses device behavior to identify abnormalities,
such as a mouse acting like a keyboard.

As such, Sepio Systems prevents organizations
from suffering from hidden hardware attacks.
Our SepioPrime software-only solution has been
successfully deployed in over 20 mid-sized to
large banks, insurance and telecom companies in
the US, Singapore, Brazil, Israel and South Africa.
The unprecedented rise in cyber-attacks and data
breaches means Sepio Systems is providing a
solution to a problem that increasingly threatening.

Physical Layer Cyber Security

DEPLOYMENT

The Network section, which includes the Physical
Layer implant detection module, requires SSH
access to the ATMs network switches. The required
privilege level for the assigned user is low as
the solution requires only Read-Only, “show”
commands. Upon an implant/spoofed device
identification, a warning will be displayed and alert
will be triggered - the mitigation is done by the
solution’s northbound interface – either through
its built in Syslog Legacy/CEF interface or, for
those customers who do operate a NAC solution,
through their REST API option.

The detection module does not probe user traffic
and does not require a base-line to operate, so
implants/spoofed devices may be detected even if
they were present before the SepioPrime solution
has been deployed.
The End-point security part requires a light weight
agent installation on the ATM; this agent DOES
NOT conflict with other EPS solutions that you may
have installed on the ATM. A typical deployment
will be done by embedding the Sepio Agent into
the ATM’s image, or by using standard deployment
tools. Once a policy and a base line has been set,
the ATM will be set in ARM mode where ultimate
USB protection will be enforced.

Sepio Endpoint Security

THREATS MITIGATED

SepioPrime
Physical Layer, Interface
& Behavior Information
Sepio Endpoint Agent

Discover & Block
Fingerprint & Machine Learning

• USB Attack Tools
• Unmanaged Peripherals
• Vulnerable Peripherals
• Device Management

Sepio Network Security
SSH Polling Switches
(read only)
Physical Layer Information
Sepio Endpoint Agent

SepioPrime
Discover
Fingerprint & Machine Learning

• Invisible Network Implants
• Switch Vulnerabilities
• Unmanaged Network
Devices
• Manipulated Hardware
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SEPIOPRIME

SEPIOSERVICE

Graphical dashboard that displays an
organization’s security status summary,
in addition to policy management, risk
insights and report engine.

Supports Windows 7 and up. It has two
modes – free and armed, which can be
controlled using SepioUI or SepioPrime.
SepioService detects and blocks USB
devices and can be updated directly
from the SepioPrime.

Sepio’s user dashboard
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